OTHER WASTES

SWAP SHOP
AREA TO PLACE CLEAN USABLE ITEMS YOU DON’T WANT

COMPOST PILE
LAWN TRIMMINGS, LEAVES, GARDEN WAST AND OTHER VEGETABLE MATTER

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE
ASK ATTENDENT FOR CERTAIN COLLECTION DATE

BURN PILE
TREE LIMBS OR BRUSH 5 INCHES IN DIAMETER OR LESS CLEAN LUMBER ALSO ACCEPTED

FOR MATERIALS NOT LISTED
***SEE ATTENDENT***

MATERIALS NOT ACCEPTED
RADIOACTIVE, EXPLOSIVE OR TOXIC FUEL TANKS OR CATALYTIC CONVERTERS DEAD ANIMALS, CARCASSES OR PELTS WHOLE VEHICLES

TRANSFER STATION RULES
1. FACILITY IS OPEN TO RUMNEY AND DORCHESTER RESIDENTS AND NON-RESIDENTS WHO PAY PROPERTY TAXES
2. USERS WILL OBTAIN A TRANSFER STATION STICKER FROM THE TOWN OFFICE DORCHESTER RESIDENTS WILL GO TO THE DORCHESTER TOWN CLERK
3. FAILURE TO PAY DISPOSAL FEE SHALL RESULT IN LOSS OF PERMIT
4. FINES UP TO $250.00 SHALL BE IMPOSED FOR ILLEGAL DUMPING
5. NO COMMERCIAL HAULING ALLOWED, INCLUDING THE HAULING OF TIRES
6. SEE ATTENDENT PRIOR TO USING METAL DEMO, WOOD OR FURNITURE AREA
7. REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM THE TRANSFER STATION IS NOT ALLOWED WITHOUT ASKING PERMISSION FIRST

IF YOU ARE UNSURE WHERE AN ITEM GOES? ASK!

PLASTICS
MILK AND WATER CONTAINERS
SODA BOTTLES
LAUNDRY DETERGENT CONTAINERS
ALL #1 AND #2 CONTAINERS
NO MOTOR OIL CONTAINERS PLEASE REMOVE ALL CAPS

CANS & FOIL
ALUMINUM CANS
TIN/STEEL CANS
ALUMINUM FOIL & FOOD TRAYS
PLEASE RINSE OUT CONTAINERS

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD & BROWN PAPER BAGS
CLEAN & DRY
NO WAXED CARDBOARD PLEASE

NEWSPAPER & MAGAZINES
CLEAN & DRY
BAGGED OR TIED
REMOVE HARDCOVER FROM BOOKS
NO WAXED PAPER

TEXTILES
BAGGED, CLEAN & DRY
SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS PAIRED FOOTWARE TOWELS, SHEETS AND CURTAINS
NO RAGS
NO RIPPED OR TORN CLOTHING

GLASS
FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
WINDOW GLASS, DISHES, CUPS
NO FULL OR PARTIALLY FULL CONTAINERS

WASTE OIL
CLEAN USED TRANSMISSION FLUID, HYD OIL AND MOTOR OILS
OIL NOT ACCEPTED FROM COMMERCIAL BUSINESS
NO ANTIFREEZE, FUEL, SOLVENTS OR WATER IN OIL

PAINT
LATEX (WATER BASE)
OIL BASE (PAINT OR STAIN)
FULL OR PARTIAL
PAINT FROM COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED